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ABSTRACT 
Steel fibre reinforced concrete (SFRC) is a material relatively new which use has 
highly grown in past years. This material is a concrete in which fibres have been added 
in order to provide it with enhanced mechanical properties. These fibres are able to 
induce to the concrete the same mechanical effect as steel rebars, allowing to remove 
them partially or even totally.  
Applications for these concrete over the past years have been really wide. 
Examples of its use are pavements, shotcrete, underground constructions… being this 
last application highly important. SFRC was deeply used for constructing precast 
segment which are used as lining for underground constructions. 
These fibres, mainly made of steel, contribute positively to the tenacity, ductility 
and post-cracking behaviour of the elements. The contribution depends on many 
aspects, and apart from the properties of fibres themselves, fibre-concrete contact, etc, 
one really important fact is the location and position that fibres have inside the 
segments, as their distribution would have important relevance on the mechanical 
response. 
This study is aimed to analyse an experimental campaign carried out in precast 
segments, trying to assess the fibre distribution/orientation within the concrete matrix of 
the segments and gain more knowledge on this factor.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1.1. SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH 
Fibre reinforced concrete (FRC) has become an alternative to traditional 
reinforced concrete by using steel bars. FRC is a concrete in which a good amount of 
fibres have been added within it in order to enhance its post-cracking mechanical 
behaviour. This aspect may be achieved as fibres cause improvements in tenacity, 
cracking control and durability.  
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First studies on steel fibres reinforced concrete (SFRC) were carried out in 
1960s. Since then, exhaustive research has been kept doing aiming to reach deeper 
understanding on mechanical properties of the material. Parallel to the progress in the 
research, SFRC has been used in different situations with structural capacity such as 
pavements, shot Crete, tunnels, shafts, etc. Firstly it was not included in neither national 
nor European structural concrete regulations, but as soon as it was included, SFRC use 
has increased, especially in underground constructions. 
At first, fibres were added to the traditional reinforced concrete with steel bars, 
as their structural capacity was neglected. Its use was only addressed to improve the 
toughness and reduce the effects of the shrinkage. Therefore, overdesign elements were 
obtained. After taking into account the structural capacity of fibres, especially post-
cracking behaviour, SFRC elements with steel bars practically removed and only with 
steel fibres may be achieved, likewise, ensuring the structural strength required. 
There still are several progresses to do in spite of all the research done so far. 
Hence, in this undergraduate thesis the application of SFRC in precast segmental lining 
by means of Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM) is deeply studied, focused especially in 
develop a model able to know fibres distribution within precast segments. 
1.2. GOALS 
The main objective in the present thesis is to evaluate two types of precast 
concrete segments designed to be used as lining for TBM tunnels and establish a 
general understanding of fibre distribution/orientation within the segments. 
Aiming to achieve the main goals, several specific objectives are proposed, 
which are: 
 Study previous literature about the main subject and be able to apply it in the 
thesis. 
 Conduct an experimental campaign which would be able to give general 
information about the SFRC segments. 
 Analyse results from all experimental campaign tests, and achieving conclusions 
regarding distribution/orientation of fibres within precast segments. 
1.3. RESEARCH STRATEGY 
For the attainment of above objectives, the strategy in order to develop this 
document is the following: 
 In Chapter 1, the main subject under study is presented, as well as the main 
objectives willing to fulfil with the research and the strategy pursued in order to 
do so. 
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 In Chapter 2, previous research work done concerning the main topic is 
presented.  
 In Chapter 3, the experimental research carried out in previous works is briefly 
presented to establish a background for the work conducted by this research.  
 In Chapter 4, results obtained from the experimental campaign are stated and 
deeply analysed in order to understand the fibre distribution/orientation within 
the segments. 
 In Chapter 5, conclusions obtained by the established strategy are stated. 
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2. STATE OF THE ART 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
SFRC has represented an enhancement in the concrete construction field, 
especially in precast segments for segmental lining in TBM tunnels, as it provides better 
mechanical properties by increasing its tenacity, toughness and durability. Additionally, 
residual strength and ability in front of fire and impacts is improved as well.  This 
development in civil engineering field is possibly allowed to remove partially, even 
totally, the typical steel bars of reinforced concretes from segments. 
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2.2. STEEL FIBRES REINFORCED CONCRETE 
2.2.1.  Type of fibres 
By adding steel fibres into concrete matrix could be possible to improve the 
ductility of concrete elements. The efficiency of this factor is controlled by many 
factors, but especially by the type of fibres and the fibre distribution mechanism within 
the concrete. 
Two aspects controlling the geometry of the steel fibres are the cross-section and 
the shape. There exist many different cross-sections such as circular, square, 
rectangular, triangular, hexagonal, irregular, etc. The circular cross-section is the most 
widespread. Besides, there are some shapes alongside the length of the fibres such as 
corrugations, ripples, hooked ends, etc., which aim to provide more adherence between 
fibres and concrete matrix. Fig.1 shows different of them. Each shape implies different 
behaviours within the concrete matrix. 
In most cases of study, these fibres dimensions oscillate between 0,25-0,8 mm of 
diameter and 10-75 mm of length. In order to categorize fibres, three different 
parameters are defined: 
 Aspect ratio: This parameter is defined as the relationship between the length of 
the fibre and the diameter of the fibre. The higher the aspect ratio is, the fewer 
amounts of fibres will be needed. 
 Tensile strength of steel: Steel has a tensile strength between 500 and 3000 MPa. 
 Shape: Better results are obtained by using fibres with circular cross-section and 
hooked ends. 
 
Fig. 1:  Different type of fibres (Naaman 2003) 
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The main advantages of adding steel fibres into the concrete are the following: 
 Increase in some types of resistance such as: 
 Tensile 
 Bending 
 Dynamic fatigue 
 Abrasion 
 Fire 
 Impacting 
 Decrease on: 
 Fragility 
 Deformation against permanent loads 
 Enhancement in the control on cracking due to shrinkage phenomena. 
 Increase in durability and tenacity. 
 Allowance to remove steel bars. 
 Low economical cost. 
 
2.2.2. Matrix 
Concrete 
There are two types of concrete used to produce SFRC: conventional concrete 
and self-compacting concrete. Each type of concrete has advantages. 
Advantages of conventional concrete: 
 Lower cost 
 Control during dosage may be lower than when using self-compacting concrete. 
Advantages of self-compacting concrete: 
 Not required vibration to produce the batch. Therefore, it means lower acoustic 
pollution during the fabrication.  
 As it has more content of cement, it has more compression resistance. 
 Due to its higher fluency inside the mould, it accomplishes a better finished 
shape. 
 Impermeability and durability are higher than in conventional concrete. 
Aggregates 
Aggregates are primordial to the fibre distribution. The best for SFRC are 
rounded aggregates and with a higher filler content because with a given water/cement 
relationship, they mean a higher docility than crushed aggregates. Besides, it has to 
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been taking into account that the addition of fibres also means a reduction of the 
docility.  
It is also important to control the relation between the maximum size and the 
fibre length and it is recommended that fibres wrap aggregates. Normally, the maximum 
aggregate size is 20mm. 
In order to guarantee good results, it is recommended that the maximum 
aggregate size would be half the fibre length. It is also good if it is not exceeded the 
minor of the following values: 
 1/5 of the greatest side of the element 
 2/3 of the fibre length 
 3/4 of the distance between bars (if there are bars) 
Admixtures 
When using self-compacting concrete, admixtures are normally used in order to 
provide the mixture with high early strength and, more importantly, to guarantee 
enough fluency, because the high content of fine aggregates and low water/cement 
relationship may cause little fluent mixture. 
Water/cement relationship 
For self-compacting concrete it is recommended a water/cement relationship 
around 0.3-0.45. 
 
Fine aggregate/coarse aggregate relationship 
For self-compacting concrete this relationship is recommended to be between 
0,4-0,6. High coarse aggregate size might mean more segregation. Besides, obstacles 
might appear due to this presence of high coarse aggregate. 
2.2.3.  Mechanical properties of SFRC 
Properties of the steel fibres 
Fibres contribute to improve ductile ability of concrete, which will be displayed 
in post-cracking behaviour. It will be required some factors to ensure the good 
behaviour and response of fibres and concrete mixture. These factors are: 
 Adhesion with the concrete matrix should be equal or higher than the tensile 
strength of the own matrix. 
 Elastic modulus of fibres and tensile strength should be higher than the 
concrete’s. 
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Main properties of steel and concrete are shown in Tab.1. Tensile strength of 
steel rebars between 500 and 3000MPa. Steel with low carbon will give a lower tensile 
strength, whereas with higher carbon it will have more tensile strength. 
Tab.1:  Properties of steel and concrete 
Series 
Tensile strength 
(MPa) 
Elastic modulus 
(GPa) 
Density (kg/m
3
) 
Ultimate 
elongation (%) 
Steel 500-3000 210 7800 3.5 
Concrete 5-8 30 2300 - 
 
Properties of the mixture steel fibres and concrete 
SFRC works in a different way than both steel fibres and concrete individually. 
Fig. 2 shows the graph load-strain of an SFRC beam when it is under bending stress. 
 
 
Fig. 2:  Constitutive model of an SFRC under bending stresses (Aguado, Armengou and Barragán)
  
As it has been pointed out before, fibres do not work until maximum load σ1 is 
achieved. After that, fibres start to contribute and provide the mixture with residual 
strength, until the maximum residual strength σ2. This residual strength is mainly 
controlled by the interaction between fibres and concrete. It starts to decrease, if σ2 is 
lower than Bf, because adhesion between both materials worsens. If σ2 is equal or 
higher than Bf, fibres fail themselves and brittle crack take place. 
2.2.4.  Tests 
There exist some physical tests which allow to characterize SFRC and estimate 
their post-cracking behaviour. The execution of these tests is influenced by some 
parameters such as the difficulty of preparing the samples or carrying out the test, or the 
acceptation of the test among researchers.  
Bending test 
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This test is the most traditional and popular one to study the post-cracking 
behaviour of concrete. It may be carried out in two different ways depending on its 
performance and configuration. One is by applying a punctual force on the centre of the 
specimen span (three-point bending test) and the other is by applying two forces on two 
thirds of the span (four-point bending test). Tab. 2 shows various bending tests 
regarding different European regulations. 
Tab.2:  Different bending test configurations 
Regulation Test configuration Dimensions (mm) 
DIN 1048 
 
600x150x150 
NBN B 15-238 
 
600-750x150x150 
UNE 14651 
 
550-600x150x150 
UNI 11039 
 
600x150x150 
RILEM TEST 
 
600x150x150 
 
Inductive test 
This is an appropriate test to measure amount of fibres in concrete and their 
orientation. Fibres are able to alter the magnetic field around them. For that reason, a 
magnetic field due to a discontinuous coil is created in a cubic box. Samples/specimenc 
are placed inside it and this change is gauged. Therefore, well contrasted results, which 
give the amount of fibres, can be obtained. 
Furthermore, inductance is also influenced by magnetic field orientation 
regarding fibre orientation. Hence, inductance is higher when average fibres orientation 
is parallel to the magnetic field axis.     
In spite of exact amount of fibres inside the concrete cannot be determined by 
this test, usually after testing them, samples are crashed and counted manually, in order 
to know associate an amount of fibres to a certain gauged inductance, establishing a 
relationship in which by knowing the inductance, amount of fibres may be known. 
10 
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Barcelona test 
This test was developed by the Civil Engineering Department at the Universitat 
Politècnica de Catalunya (Molins, et al., 2009) and it is based on an the Double Punch 
Test (DPT) developed by Chen (1970). Its goal is to estimate the FRC behaviour after 
cracking, as well as bending test, by calculating the cracking strength, the tenacity and 
the residual strength. Now this test is presented in the Spanish regulation UNE 83515. 
This test represents some improvements over the bending test. It gives the 
possibility to use smaller and more manageable samples. Therefore, saving in material 
is achieved. Furthermore, results are less dispersed due to the cracking surface is 
greater. 
2.2.5. Regulations and codes 
Finding the exact load-displacement relationship (constitutive model) for SFRC 
is not easy. For that reason, there has been created some models adopted in regulations 
and journal articles.  
Three European design codes which are the most important in Spain nowadays: 
RILEM design code, the Model Code (MC2010) and the EHE08. These three models 
were chosen because of their prestige and also due to the fact that they are all based on 
the Three Point Bending Test, which is the bending test that will be used in the study. 
Tab. 3 shows the differences between the constitutive models, with comments 
included to highlight upsides and downsides taken by the different approaches. 
It should be noted that the three models use parameters derived from the same 
diagram. Fig. 3 shows a graph depicting flexural residual strength values vs. crack mouth 
opening displacement (CMOD), with the dotted lines showing the values taken by the 
various model codes to be used in their parameters. 
FIB Model Code 
 FIB (Fédération Internationale du Béton) is an international federation formed 
by the European International Concrete Committee (CEB) and the International 
Federation for Pre-Stressing Concrete (FIP) for structural concrete research. In 
MC2010, the following assumptions are made when determining the ultimate bending 
moment resistance: 
 Plane sections remain flat. 
 The tensile strength of the concrete is ignored. The stresses in the concrete are 
derived from stress-strain relations for the design of cross-sections. 
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Tab.3:  Difference in the constitutive models 
Constitutive model Regulation Comments 
 
Model Code 
(2010) 
Uses an orientation factor to 
account for un/favourable 
distribution of fibres.  
Diagram accurately depicts fibre 
behavior, allowing a good fit to 
actual results. 
 
RILEM (2003) 
Uses a similar diagram as 
MC2010 which takes into 
account pre and immediate post-
cracking behaviour. 
No safety factor to account for 
variation in test results, with 
average fR,I values used 
throughout. 
Results likely to be high as a 
result. 
 
EHE-08 (2008) 
Due to the factors applied during 
the calculation the resultant 
variables are likely to be 
conservative. 
ULS diagram can be used, 
making a preliminary design 
simple and quick. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3:  Flexural residual strength values obtained from a three point bending test 
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RILEM 
 RILEM is an international organisation founded aiming to promote scientific 
research and cooperation in the area of construction structures and materials. The 
following assumptions are made in order to find the Ultimate Limit State for the 
RILEM model: 
 Plane sections remain flat 
 To ensure enough anchorage capacity for steel fibres, the maximum deformation 
in the ULS is limited to 3.5mm 
 The stresses in SFRC in both tension and compression are derived from the 
stress-strain shown in Tab.3. 
 For cross sections not fully in compression, the compressive strain in the steel 
fibre reinforced concrete is restricted to 0.035. For cross sections subjected to 
pure axial compression, this limiting compressive strain is taken as 0.02. 
RILEM model code uses residual strengths fR,1 and fR,4. The first parameter FL0.5 
is given by the value fR,1 and is reduced to the closest multiple of 0.5MPa, and may vary 
between 1 and 6MPa. The second parameter FL3.5 is displaced by the value fR,4 and is 
also reduced to the closes multiple of 0.5MPa. It may also vary, between 0 and 4MPa. 
These two parameters denote the minimum guaranteed characteristic residual strengths 
at CMOD values of 0.5 and 3.5 respectively. 
EHE-08 
EHE code is from the Spanish National Annex recommendations. This code uses 
two stress-diagrams for use in design, a multi-linear diagram and a rectangular diagram, 
depending on the application of the design being studied. For SLS design, and situations 
where higher accuracy is required, the multi-linear diagram is recommended. For ULS 
design, the rectangular diagram is recommended and the parameters used are residual 
flexural strengths. 
This code makes the same assumptions as RILEM in regard with post-cracking 
distribution for the residual strength values. Even though, EHE utilises more 
conservative factors in the calculation of the design tensile strength. 
Code selection 
Generally, EHE produces the lowest stress values, while RILEM produces the 
largest values. MC2010 is found to produce values in the middle of the two. The reason 
why RILEM gives so optimistic values is because at any point in the calculation safety 
factors are introduced in order to account for the difference between average and 
characteristic values. MC2010 and EHE have close results; however calculations for 
MC2010 are more sophisticated in order to enhance its results. 
13 
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Taking into account all of these interpretations, the MC2010 will be the code 
used. It is the most recent of the codes and takes into account the orientation feature, 
which make it likely to be the basis of further design codes. Plus, its results may be 
considered a balance between the optimism of RILEM and the conservatism of EHE.  
2.2.6. Amount of fibres 
Many investigations have been addressed to find and establish the appropriate 
amount of fibres that will provide the segments with enough strength to resist all loads 
they are subjected, during their lifetime and previous stages, and will allow to 
completely remove steel bars. The total amount of fibres has been used is generally 
between 20 and 60 kg/m
3
.  
2.2.7. Orientation of fibres 
Steel fibres strength contribution occurs  once the cracking of the concrete has 
occurred. This contribution is highly dependent on the orientation of fibres. For that 
reason, it is very important to understand and determine the orientation of fibres. 
The orientation of fibres, theoretically stochastic, is actually affected by some 
various production processes, and the addition of all of them will end up in the final 
distribution of fibres. Fig. 4 shows these main processes that will affect the orientation 
during production.   
 
Fig. 4:  Stages of production affecting fibre distribution (Rennie, 2013) 
From all the processes affecting orientation of fibres shown in Fig. 4, it was 
found by Martinie & Roussell that the most dominant processes was the casting 
procedure and the geometry of the formwork. Furthermore, the effects produced by 
these two aspects were more noticed in self-compacting concrete than in conventional 
concrete. In general terms, boundary conditions affect orientation of fibres as shown in 
Fig. 5. It can be seen that close to the boundaries, fibres tend to distribute parallel to this 
boundary and are no longer distributed randomly. Some aspects are the reason why this 
happens. 
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Flow of concrete 
While casting of concrete, the way it is poured and how it flows has an effect on 
fibre orientation. In an area of constant velocity, fibres orientate perpendicular to the 
flow, having the effect increasing in strength where the concrete has to flow further and 
for lower viscosity concrete (Ferrara, 2008). This effect is identified in further studies 
by Grunewald and Stähli (2004) and confirmed by Boulekbache (2010). The conclusion 
of these studies is that fibres orientate perpendicular to the direction of flow. As the 
flow distance increases, this effect raises in strength. Also, the effect is stronger for less 
viscous cements. In Fig. 6 this effect is shown graphically. 
 
Fig. 5:  Orientation of fibres affected by boundaries (Blanco, 2013) 
 
 
Fig. 6:  Flow of concrete affecting orientation of fibres. a) Grunewald, b)Boulekbache 
Wall effect 
Dupont and Vandewalle (2005) stated, based on their study, that it is not 
possible to find fibres orientated perpendicular to a boundary at less than half the fibre 
length from the edge. This fact is named as the “wall effect”. 
This effect may be considered only of local influence, not being significant on 
the structural behaviour of a large element. But a study from Stroeven and Hu (2006) 
found that for specimens of size 150x150x600mm, this wall effect also affected the 
fibre distribution. It was seen because for these specimens used for the three point 
bending test, significant changes in results were obtained. 
Fig. 7 shows this effect graphically. In the confined channel flow, fibres 
distribute perpendicular to the velocity flow direction, and close to the wall they 
distribute parallel to the boundaries. In the free surface channel flow, velocity remains 
constant close to the free surface, and fibres do not get disturbed. 
15 
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Fresh state properties 
It has been proved by some studies, that flow and viscosity affect fibre 
orientation, hence, affect hardened concrete properties as well. The effect of flow is 
stronger for less viscous concretes, as it was pointed out earlier. Therefore, less viscous 
concrete will imply greater orientation partiality.  
 
Fig. 7:  Orientation of fibres on confined and free surface flow (Blanco, 2013) 
 
Dynamic effects 
Vibration also takes an important paper on fibre orientation. It has been 
repeatedly proved that vibration causes preferential alignment of fibres in the horizontal 
plane and segregation of fibres and concrete with fibres sinking to the bottom. Plus, this 
vibration generates noise pollution and wears out the moulds, which drives to build 
more moulds. For that reason, the use of self-compacting concrete represents another 
great advantage. Fig. 8, by Kooiman (2000), shows the effect of vibration on fibre 
orientation. 
 
Fig. 8:  Effect of vibration on orientation of fibres (Kooiman, 2000) 
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2.3. PRECAST SEGMENTS FOR LINING TBM TUNNELS 
2.3.1. TBM Tunnels 
Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM) is a machine used to excavate tunnels through a 
variety of soil and rock strata with a circular cross section. This method of excavation is 
the most used nowadays. This method requires the presence of a lining. SFRC segments 
are the most common solution used for this lining. Tab. 4 shows many construction 
where has SFRC segments have been used. Its uses go from highway tunnels (RT) and 
railway tunnels (RWT) to water supply (WTT), gas transport (GPT) and for service 
tunnels (ST). 
Tab.4:  Several cases where SFRC segments were used 
Name Year Country Function Di (m) h (m) Bars 
Metrosud 1982 IT MT 5.8 0.30 No 
Napoli Tunnel 1995 IT MT 5.8 0.30 No 
Heathrow Baggage Handling Tunnel 1995 UK ST 4.5 0.15 No 
2nd Heinenoord Tunnel 1999 NL HT 7.6 0.27 No 
Jubilee Line Extension 1999 GB MT 4.5 0.15 No 
Ecuador's Trasvases Manabi 2001 ECU WST 3.5 0.20 No 
Hydraulic Tunnel Canal de Navarra 2003 ES WST 5.4 0.25/0.30 No 
Oënzberg Tunnel 2003 SUI RT 10.8 0.30 No 
Channel Tunnel Rail Link 2004 FR-UK RT 7.2 0.35 No 
The Hofoldinger Stollen 2004 DE WST 2.9 0.18 No 
San Vicente 2006 USA WST 3.2 0.18 No 
Lötschberg 2007 SUI RT 4.5 0.20 No 
Line 1 of the Valencia Metro 2007 VEN MT 8.4 0.40 Yes 
Beacon Hill Tunnels 2007 USA HT 6.7 0.30 No 
Gold Coast Desalination Plant 2008 AUS WST 2.8/3.4 0.20 No 
Heathrow Express Ext. Tunnel to T5 2008 UK RT 5.7 0.22 No 
São Paulo Metro Line 4 2009 BRA MT 8.4 0.35 No 
Heating Tunnel Amager - Copenhagen 2009 DEN WST 4.2 0.30 No 
Fontsanta-Trinitat Tunnel 2010 ES WST 5.2 0.20 Yes 
The Clem Jones Tunnel - Clem 7 2010 AUS HT 11.3 0.40 No 
Ems-Dollard Crossing 2010 DE-NL GTT 3.0 0.25 No 
Extension of the FGC in Terrassa 2010 ES RT 6.0 0.30 Yes 
Brightwater East 2011 USA WST 5.1 0.26 No 
Brightwater Central 2011 USA WST 4.7 0.33 No 
Brightwater West 2011 USA WST 3.7 0.26 No 
East Side CSO Tunnel 2011 USA WST 6.7 0.36 No 
Victorian Desalination Plant 2011 AUS WST 4.0 0.23 No 
Monte Lirio Tunnel 2012 PAN WST 3.2 0.25 No 
Lee Tunnel Sewer UC UK WST 7.2 0.35 No 
Line 9 of Barcelona Metro UC ES MT 10.9 0.35 Yes 
Brenner Base Tunnel UC ITA-AUT HT 5.6 0.20 Yes 
The Wehrhahn Line UC DE MT 8.3 0.45 No 
Crossrail UC UK RT  6.2 0.30 No 
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2.3.2. SFRC Segments 
Steel fibres provide concrete with an enhancement of mechanical response of 
precast segments increasing its tenacity and impact resistance. Apart from this, they also 
provide improvements for facing concentrated stresses that may occur during transitory 
loading stages. All of these staged lead to different actions and configurations. These 
segments need to be designed to resist through all those stages. These stages are: 
 Plant production and demoulding 
 Stocking of segments 
 Transportation of segments 
 Colocation process of segments 
 Final installation 
 
Consequences of not doing an exhaust control of all stages may cause the 
appearance of cracks, as those shown in Fig. 9. 
 
Fig. 9:  Cracks in precast segments 
2.3.3. Proposed design method 
It is of importance to understand the SFRC behaviour and be able to establish 
the contribution that steel fibres make the contribution to improve the concrete residual 
tensile strength. Therefore, the aim is to see the contribution of the fibres and establish a 
model which will be followed in order to design optimised segments, which will be able 
to work appropriately through all stages. 
Plant production and demoulding 
Segments fabricated in a plant with all factors considered and allowed regarding 
transportation up to the construction zone, environmental requirements and noise 
pollution (A. and Aguado). Fig. 10 shows when concrete is being poured inside the 
mould. 
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Fig. 10:  Pouring of concrete inside a mould 
Segment will act as a simply supported beam once it is demoulded. Due to this 
fact, a bending stress is generated throughout the beam length, having a maximum 
bending moment, which will have to be calculated. This moment will be located right 
on the supports. Fig. 11 shows a drawing of the situation. 
 
Fig. 11:  Bending moment law after demoulding 
 
Segments stocking 
Segments are stocked one on the other, forming a tower with normally 6 or 7 
segments, as seen in Fig. 12.  
 
Fig. 12:  Stocking of segments 
The segment placed below all of them is the most in demand regarding bending 
resistance due to having all other segments above. Furthermore, there may be some 
eccentricity caused by the difference in distance between supports. Hence, some 
punctual loads P have to be considered, as it is shown in Fig. 13. 
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Fig. 13:  Bending moment law for the lowest segment 
Transport of segments 
This situation may be happened the same as when segments are placed 
individually on the floor after being demoulded. This is because they are normally lifted 
by a machine, supported on two points, and with only the self-weight acting on them. 
Colocation process of segments 
This situation goes from the lifting of segments from where they are stocked to 
the final colocation on their final configuration. During this stage, segments are also 
affected by bending moment, due to their self-weight. 
The installation of segments is done by jacks. These jacks push segments up to 
their final configuration by applying a load between 3000 and 5000 KN, depending on 
the soil, the diameter of the tunnel and the number of available jacks (A. Aguado). 
Although in actual situations, the perfect contact between segments usually 
occurs, for designing the hypothesis is this contact is not perfect. Therefore, due to the 
difference of height between supports and taking into account the material rigidity, may 
lead to cracks or total failure, as Fig. 14 shows. 
 
Fig. 14:  Fissures in segment (Cavalaro) 
 
Final configuration 
Segments are influenced by some factors such as the loads induced by the soil, 
interaction between soil and segments, diameter of the tunnel, tunnelling procedure, 
water presence, among others. These factors incur bending and compression stresses to 
the segments, which will have to be hold during all construction lifetime.  
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3. EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN 
 
 
 
 
 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
Previous researches have been focused on proposing the right optimized amount 
of fibres to design precast segments with this kind of reinforcement and without using 
rebars. The methodology of doing so is based on defining a pre-design methodology 
which proposes an amount of fibres Cf with which the mechanical requirements for the 
segments would be satisfied. Afterwards, an experimental campaign was carried out by  
testing different concrete with varied amount of fibres, aiming to verify the initial 
amount proposed and define the final content of steel fibres. 
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3.2. PRE-DESIGN METHOD 
Residual strengths of SFRC are not initially known, and neither the relation of 
this parameter with the content of fibres. In pre-design stage for the study case, 
DRAMIX® 80/60 was used as standard structural steel fibre.  In this work, two 
equations  (Eqs. (1) and (2)) (Barros et. al, 2005) were adopted to propose an optimised 
content of fibres for the pre-design. 
𝑓𝑅𝑚,1 = 0.0945𝐶𝑓 + 0.702 Eq.1 
𝑓𝑅𝑚,4 = 0.0926𝐶𝑓′ Eq.2 
fRm,i are expressed in N/mm
2 
and Cf is expressed in kg/m
3
 in these equations. By 
using these two equations, values of Cf ranging from 20 kg/m
3
 to 60 kg/m
3
 were used. 
20 kg/m
3
 is the minimum amount to consider the structural contribution of the fibres 
and 60 kg/m
3
 is the maximum amount regarding to economic reasons in this particular 
application and to avoid non-uniform distribution of fibres. 
After that, AES numerical model is used to solve the sectional analysis (de la 
Fuente et al., 2012) and considering Equations 1 and 2, the ultimate bending moment 
Mu for each amount of fibres Cf is derived (see Fig. 15 and 16). For the situation under 
study, segments should be designed to hold a bending moment of 52m.KN/m. More 
information about the situation under study can be found in Anna Guillamon, et.al 2013. 
In this thesis is only presented the methodology of obtaining the right amount of fibres, 
not the whole case under study. 
 
Fig. 15:  M – χ diagrams derived with AES for each Cf 
 
Summing up, the optimum amount of fibres Cf* to guarantee a ductile behaviour 
in case of failure of the segment is 48 kg/m3 (50 kg/m3 for technical and production 
purposes). This Cf* is obtained numerically considering a specific type of fibres; 
however, the same procedure will be used for other type of fibres. 
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Fig. 16:  Constitutive equation adopted to simulate the post – cracking behaviour of the FRC 
 
Having estimated the optimum value of Cf (50 kg/m
3
), the Nu – Mu interaction 
diagram was assessed with the model AES as well. This curve, as shown in Fig.17 can 
be used to verify whether the external forces generated by the earth loads over the 
critical sections of the segments during service, in our study case, could be resisted with 
the amount of fibres derived from the previous analysis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 17:   Axial – Bending interaction diagram of the cross section of the PFRCS 
 
The results gathered in Fig. 17 reveal that the most unfavourable sections of the 
precast segments of each shaft, might resist the external loads during service 
considering and amount of 50 kg/m
3
 of steel fibres. 
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3.3. EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN 
Experimental study is conducted to ensure that all basic mechanical properties of 
FRC meet the requirements. Compressive test and bending test were performed in 
different time period. Moreover, in order to reduce the deviation, all the specimens in 
the same plant and with the same batch of concrete. 3 batches of concrete and for each 
batch with no less than 3 specimens were be prepared.  
Based on the proposed different amount of fibres (Cf), corresponding flexural 
residual strength (fRm,i) could be obtained by performing bending test. Afterwards, Cf 
and fRm,i can be calibrated for the specific type of concrete. Finally, a value of Cf for 
production in plant was proposed according to the calibration. 
 
3.3.1. Introduction 
In order to ensure the quality of SFRC in terms of mechanical properties as well 
as fibre dosage, it is important to characterize the post-cracking behaviour and to 
evaluate the content of fibres. The characterization of post-cracking residual tensile 
strength is usually performed through three point or four point bending test. Recalling 
the fibre content, it was normally achieved by weighing the fibres after being separated 
from the concrete either by crushing hardened samples or by washing fresh concrete 
samples.  However, inductive test, which would be presented afterwards, is used aiming 
to understand the content and orientation of fibres inside the concrete matrix. 
For the purposes above mentioned, two types of concrete specimens 
(conventional steel fibre reinforced concrete (CSFRC) and self-compacting steel fibre 
reinforced concrete (SCSFRC)) with different amount of fibres (30, 45 and 60 kg/m
3
) 
were tested.  
3.3.2. Materials  
The compositions of the mixtures used in the initial experimental programme are 
presented in Tab. 5. It is necessary to point out that X-SEED is a suspension of CSH 
nanoparticles, which acts as crystallization nucleus to activate the cement hydration, 
thus increasing the resistance of concrete at the initial stage, and GLENIUM TC1425 is 
a water-reducing admixture based on the high activity behaviour of polycarboxylate.  
The low carbon hooked end steel fibre used was the MasterFiber 502, supplied 
by BASF Chemical Company. The main characteristics of the fibre are shown in Tab. 6. 
3.3.3. Specimens 
Three batches of concrete with the fibre content of 30 kg/m
3
, 45 kg/m
3
 and 60 
kg/m
3
 were produced in concrete plant both for CSFRC (numbered as CSFRC-30, 
CSFRC-45, CSFRC-60) and SFRSCC (numbered as SCSFRC-30, SCSFRC-45, 
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SCSFRC-60). For each batch of concrete, the fresh state properties were tested and all 
of them met the requirements of corresponding Spanish codes or regulations. 
Tab.5:  Mix composition of CSFRC and SFRSCC [in kg/m3] 
Mixtures CSFRC SFRSCC 
Sand 0/5 817  1200  
Fine aggregate 5/15 404  500  
Coarse aggregate 12/20 810  200  
Water 156  165  
CEM I 52.5 R UNILAND 312  380  
Glenium TC 1425 2.19  4.56  
XSEED  6.24  7.6 
MasterFibre 502 30, 45 and 60 30, 45 and 60 
 
Tab.6:  Characteristics of MasterFibre 502 
Tensile strength Min. 1000 N/mm
2
 
Length 50±1 mm 
Diameter  1.0 mm±0.1 mm 
Aspect ratio 50 
Number of fibres per kg 3000 
 
3.3.4. Tests  
In order to evaluate the mechanical properties SFRC at hardened state, 
compression test and 3 point bending test were carried out in accordance with proper 
regulations.  
 
Compressive test 
This test was carried out according to the Spanish regulation EN 12390 3:2009 
in concrete plant PROMSA. Specimens were tested at 1, 7 and 28 days respectively. 
Bending test 
This test is conducted in accordance with the regulation UNE-EN 14651, the 
equipment used to perform the test are: 
 Saw with rotating diamond blade; 
 Press Instron with an axial hydraulic servo system and a closed loop; 
 Calliper with an accuracy of 0.1 mm; 
 Ruler with an accuracy of 1 mm; 
 Linear displacement transducer with an accuracy of 0.01 mm; 
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Description 
This test method allows us to study the tensile behaviour of steel fibre reinforced 
concrete by obtaining the residual flexural tensile strength. This residual strength is 
determined from the crack mouth opening displacement after the first crack appears due 
to the load applied. The mentioned load is applied as a centre-point load on a simply 
supported notched prism. 
Specimens for this test are prismatic with 150 x 150 x 550 mm. They would be 
placed on two supporting rollers, each with 30mm of diameter, and the load will be 
applied with one leading roller in the middle of the span, where the bending moment, as 
a result of this load applied, will be maximum.  
In order to notch the specimens, each test is turned 90° from the casting face and 
then a notch with a depth of 25 mm ± 1 mm is sawn to localize the crack at the mid-
span. The width of the notch should be 2mm ± 1 mm. An important parameter is the 
depth between the bottom of the notch and the top of the specimen, hsp, should be in the 
range of 125 ± 1 mm. For specimens wider than 150mm, for ensuring the effective 
depth (hsp), the depth of the notch will be lightly bigger than 25mm. The test set-up can 
be seen in Fig. 18.  
 
 
Fig. 18:  3-point bending test according to UNE-EN 14651 
 
CMOD (crack mouth opening displacement) is obtained with a transducer 
installed at the centre of the notch with two fixed metal pieces. This transducer, 
connected to a data acquisition system, records the load value applied and the 
corresponding CMOD that incurs. Fig. 19 shows the transducer fixes in the notch. The 
CMOD increases at a constant rate of 0.05 mm/min until CMOD equals to 0.1mm. 
Afterwards, this constant rate is 0.2 mm/min. Test is finished when CMOD value is 
4mm. With that, the LOP (limit of proportionality) and residual tensile strengths fR,i (i= 
1, 2, 3, 4) are recorded. The values of CMOD1--CMOD4, are defined as 0.5mm, 
1.5mm, 2.5mm and 3.5 mm, according to the regulation. If the crack doesn’t appear in 
the middle, the test should be discarded.  
After the crack appears, prismatic specimens might be cut in order to obtain 
cubic samples. These cuts are performed at 75mm away from two sides, aiming to 
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reduce the wall effect influence. Fig. 20 shows where these cuts were done. Red parts 
are the cubic samples finally obtained. These samples could be then subjected to 
inductive test and multi-directional test. 
 
Fig. 19:  Transducer fixed in the middle of the prism 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 20:  (a) Schematic of cutting specimen and (b) Cut cubic sample from prism 
3.4. VERIFICATION 
After having performed tests, results are obtained. These results are the basis to 
finally decide whether or not the proposed amount of fibres Cf* fits the mechanical 
requirements. If the response obtained is equivalent or enhanced in reference to that 
derived from the design procedure proposed here, the value of Cf* can be reduced in 
view to further optimization. On the contrary, the values of fR,i must be adjusted based 
on the experimental results and the value of Cf* increased if the results do not fit the 
requirements. 
3.4.1. Compression test 
The results obtained are shown in Tab. 7, together with its average strength and 
CV (coefficient of variation). For CSFRC, the average compressive strength at 28 days 
is 64.7 MPa, whereas the SFRSCC is 67.5 MPa, slightly higher than CSFRC. 
3.4.2. Bending test 
Fig. 21 shows the Load - CMOD curves obtained from three point bending test 
as the average value recorded for each series. 
(a) (b) 
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Tab.7:  Compressive strength [in kN/mm2] and C.V 
Series 
Day 1  Day 7  Day 28 
Mean  C.V (%) Mean  C.V (%) Mean  C.V (%) 
CSFRC-30 20.2 1.2 54.4 1.8 65.1 0.3 
CSFRC-45 19.7 2.4 54.6 0.8 63.9 1.5 
CSFRC-60 21.5 1.5 54.8 0.2 64.9 1.9 
SFRSCC-30 25.4 2.1 56.1 2.9 70.5 1.2 
SFRSCC-45 18.3 0.8 55.2 1.8 66.3 1.3 
SFRSCC-60 17.1 1.5 53.4 1.3 66.7 4.2 
 
 
Fig. 21:  Load - CMOD relationship  curves obtained from three point bending test 
 
A similar tendency is observed in all curves. Initially, the concrete shows a 
linear behaviour until the first-crack appears. Then a sudden drop due to stiffness 
decrease of specimen occurs. After a certain crack opening, the fibres bridging the crack 
become active and provide a residual resistant capacity. According with Figure 3, the 
SFRSCC shows a better post-crack behaviour than the CSFRC. This is especially 
evident in the series with 60 kg/m
3
. In this case, the mix with SFRSCC shows a 
hardening behaviour while the mix with SFRC presents softening behaviour.  
Tab. 8 shows the average limit of proportionality (LOP) and residual flexural 
tensile strength (fR,i) of different series of beams. 
Tab.8:  Three point bending test results [in kN/mm2] and C.V 
Series 
LOP fR,1 fR,2 fR,3 fR,4 
Mean C.V (%) Mean C.V (%) Mean C.V (%) Mean C.V (%) Mean C.V (%) 
CSFRC-30 5.17 1.1 3.15 8.4 2.7 2.5 2.44 1.8 2.22 6.4 
CSFRC-45 5.76 3.82 5.06 20.28 4.54 22.02 3.89 22.18 3.6 22.7 
CSFRC-60 5.49 12.4 4.81 19.25 4.71 21.89 4.26 22.12 4 22.63 
SFRSCC-30 4.99 9.94 2.85 28.37 2.79 32.11 2.61 32.67 2.47 34.96 
SFRSCC-45 5.8 8.48 4.72 1.91 4.86 3.66 4.67 5.84 4.33 5.79 
SFRSCC-60 5.89 2.66 7.13 17.23 7.54 16.64 7.12 11.56 6.41 11.76 
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All mixes show similar values of LOP, except for the ones with 30 kg/m
3
 that 
present the smallest values. On the other hand, the fR,i increases with the fibre dosage 
for both types of concrete. As expected, the use of a higher dosage leads to an increase 
in the number of fibres that bridge the crack and contribute to the residual strength.  
The results show that, for the same fibre dosage, the mixes SFRSCC presents a 
higher residual strength (fR,2, fR,3 and fR,4) than the equivalent mixes with CSFRC. Such 
trend becomes more evident as the fibre content increases. The improved behaviour of 
SFRSCC might be attributed to a more favourable orientation of fibre regarding the 
cracking plane. The high flowability achieved in this type concrete provides more 
freedom of movement to the fibres. In this context, fibres tend to align perpendicular to 
the casting direction that coincides with the cracking plane. On the contrary, the lower 
consistency of CSFRC restricts the movement of fibres, which assume an orientation 
not as favourable. Notice that this trend is not observed for fR,1. The main reason for that 
may lay in the influence of the concrete matrix failure for small crack openings. In other 
words, the more favourable orientation of the fibres in the case of SFRSCC is not 
perceived since for small crack openings some of the fibres are not activated and the 
response of the concrete matrix might affect the results.    
As shown in Fig. 21, a general similar tendency could be observed in all curves, 
it mainly consists of three stages. Initially, the concrete shows a linear behaviour until 
the first-crack appears; then there is a sudden drop due to stiffness decrease of concrete, 
in this phase, the plain concrete lost workability and the steel fibres haven’t started to 
make contribution to the concrete matrix. After a short adjustment, the fibres bridge in 
the crack work as the reinforced bars to bare the flexural tensile strength, and make the 
concrete maintain substantial load until reaching final failure.  
To study the post-crack behaviour of the concrete comprehensively, it can be 
seen from the Fig. 21, systematically, the SFRSCC shows a better post-crack behaviour 
than the CSFRC, especially in the series which has 60 kg/m
3
. Moreover, there is no 
significant difference in terms of the load for the first-crack either in CSFRC or 
SFRSCC. This reveals that by adopting the 3 point bending test, on the condition of 
with same dosage of fibres, the type of concrete makes slight influence on the limit of 
proportionality (LOP).  
It is worth to point out that, for both type of concrete with 60 kg/m
3
 steel fibres 
show a slight different behaviour after the first-crack appears. This phenomenon called 
concrete bending hardening, which refers to the situation where the post-crack flexure  
tensile strength is higher than the first-crack flexural tensile strength. It usually occurs at 
the concrete with fibre dosage above 50 kg/m
3
 with relative high aspect ratio. 
Finally, according to the tests results and the pre-design method, the final dosage 
of steel fibres chosen was 50 kg/m3. This amount of fibres will be used for the study of 
orientation and distribution of fibres in precast segments. 
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4. FIBRE DISTRIBUTION/ORIENTATION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
In the past decades, the application of steel fibre reinforced concrete (SFRC) in 
civil engineering constructions has grown rapidly due to the remarkable advantages of 
this composite material. By adding steel fibres into the concrete the mechanical 
performance of concrete could considerably be improved, especially in terms of the 
post-cracking behaviour of concrete. The contribution of fibres to the mechanical 
properties depends on the fibre distribution/orientation within the concrete element. 
Different procedures of fabrication of concrete (placing and vibration etc.) make 
different influences on the fibre distribution/orientation. Generally, a hypothesis of 
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uniform distribution/orientation of fibres within SFRC is assumed. However, the 
homogeneous property could not always be guaranteed due to the influence of the 
varied procedures of casting. In addition, several studies made by indicated that the 
preferential orientation of the steel fibres might be more helpful in controlling cracks 
and propagation in some specific concrete elements than uniform distribution. 
Therefore, it is significant to know the fibre distribution/orientation within concrete 
elements.  
In response to growing popularity of fibre reinforced concrete (FRC), several 
design codes and/or recommendations have been published in recent years such as 
RILEM or EHE-08 codes. In spite of many works being published indicated that the 
average distribution/orientation of fibres has a significant effect on the mechanical 
behaviour of FRC structure, the codes and/or recommendations available for the design 
of FRC didn't take into account the influence of fibre distribution/orientation. However, 
the fib Model Code 2010 proposed an orientation factor in the design of FRC that might 
affect the serviceability and ultimate residual strengths of concrete in certain situations. 
Although this new philosophy makes a step forward in the design of FRC, no specific 
guidelines on the quantification of such orientation factor could be proposed. Studies  
revealed that even for the same type of element the orientation factor might be different 
due to many uncertain reasons (Laranjeira, F., 2010).  
In light of the aforementioned significance of studying the 
distribution/orientation of fibres in FRC becomes evident, methodologies used to assess 
the fibre distribution /orientation (Pujadas, P., et al., 2014 and Blanco, A. et al., 2013), 
magnetic method scans (Ferrara, L., et al., 2012) as well as inductive methods have 
been invented. Especially the inductive test  used to assess the amount and the 
distribution/orientation of fibres in SFRC presents a high accuracy and robustness. In 
addition, by the combination of Barcelona test and inductive test results, it might be 
more precise to predict the fibre distribution/orientation within the concrete.  
In this chapter, the assessment of fibre distribution/orientation in conventional 
steel fibre reinforced precast concrete segment (CSFRPCS) and self-compacting steel 
fibre reinforced precast concrete segment (SCSFRPCS) by means of inductive test and 
Barcelona test were conducted. Initially, different contribution of fibres from different 
specimens with varied fibre distribution/orientation were compared and this might 
provide further evidence that is required for the consideration of fibre orientations in the 
design of SFRC elements. Furthermore, the content of fibres and the isotropic factor of 
the materials as well as the orientation number of steel fibres and mechanical behaviour 
of both types of concrete would be evaluated in terms of different aspects. Finally, 
based on the aforementioned analysed results, a conceptual model of fibre 
distribution/orientation, depending on the position of them, in two types of segments 
might be proposed. This model might be helpful to predict the fibre 
distribution/orientation as well as for designing of steel fibre reinforced precast concrete 
segments.  
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4.2. EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN  
In order to achieve the goals of understanding the fibre behaviour within 
concrete, three experimental programmes were conducted with the aim of assessing the 
fibre orientation/distribution as well as the fibre content in different type of elements. 
The following sections would describe the experimental programmes performed during 
the research. 
4.2.1. Materials and concrete mixtures 
Two types of concretes (conventional and self-compacting) with a fibre content 
of 50 kg/m3 were used. Tab.9 presents the composition of mixtures used in the 
experimental programme. The hooked-ended low carbon steel fibres BASF Masterfiber 
502 were adopted in the production, this fibre has circular cross-section, and 50 mm of 
length as well as the aspect-ratio approximately equals to 50.  
It is necessary to point out that GLENIUM TC1425 is a water-reducing 
superplasticizer based on the high activity behaviour of polycarboxylate, and X-SEED 
is a suspension of CSH nanoparticles, which acts as crystallization nucleus to activate 
the cement hydration, thus increasing the resistance of concrete at the initial stage. 
Additionally, the w/c of conventional concrete is higher than self-compacting concrete 
due to the presence of lower unit content of superplasticizer. The fresh state properties 
of concrete measured in average are shown in Tab.9 as well, all of the test results were 
well established according to the corresponding code/regulations. 
Tab.9:  Mix composition of CSFRC and SFRSCC 
Mixtures Characteristics 
Content (kg/m
3
) 
Conventional Self-compacting 
Sand 0/5 Granite 845 1200 
Gravel (5/12 mm) Granite 465 500 
Gravel (12/20 mm) Granite 760 205 
Water - 181 168 
Cement CEM I 52.5 R 305 380 
Superplasticizer Glenium TC 1425 2.67 3.92 
Fibres MasterFibre 502 50 50 
Slump (mm) according UNE 83503 30 -- 
Flow extent (mm) according EN 206 -- 650 
 
4.2.2. Fabrication of segments and specimens 
The ring of the segment, composed by 4 equal size segments, has an internal 
diameter of 8050 mm and an external diameter of 8750 mm. Each segment has a 
uniform thickness of 350 mm and a width of 1200 mm, the adjacent segments were 
coupled with an angle of 48°. Totally, 4 steel fibre reinforced precast concrete segments 
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were cast, whereby 1 segment was conventional and 3 were self-compacting concrete 
(named CSFRPCS_A and SCSFRPCS_A, SCSFRPCS_B, SCSFRPCS_C, abbreviated 
as C_A and S_A,S_B,S_C). It is necessary to notice that all segments have the same 
dimension and configuration except the S_A does not have bolt holes through the 
segment (See Fig.22). A vertical casting direction was chosen for each casting, and 6 
buckets of concrete were poured into the mould from the centre, which means that there 
would be 6 layers of fibres distributed in segment. In order to do a further study, C_A 
and S_A were transported to the laboratory of Tecnologia de Esctructuras, Luis Agulló, 
Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya (UPC). S_B and S_C were conserved in the 
concrete plant. 
 
Fig. 22:  Two types of configuration of segments in the fabrication  
Additionally, for the purpose of understanding the characterisation of steel fibres 
within the two types of concrete, 4 cubic specimens (150 mm ×150 mm×150 mm) , 3 
cylindrical specimens (ϕ150 mm ×300 mm)  as well as 3 prismatic beams (150 
mm×150mm×550 mm) were fabricated with the same batch of concrete for each 
segment casting. The cubic specimens were cast with 1 layer of concrete, with same 
batch of concrete, the cylindrical and prismatic specimens were cast with 2 layers. 
4.2.3. Preparation of samples 
In order to deeply understand distribution/orientation behaviour of steel fibres 
within the segments and prismatic beams, on one hand, cores were drilled from different 
position of each segment. On the other hand, cubic samples were cut from the prism 
after it was subjected to three point bending test. 
Cylindrical samples 
HILTI model DD 200 core rig was used to drill cores with diameter of 150 mm 
through the full depth of segment after the mechanical test. The core bit was always 
perpendicular to the contact face of segment (See Fig. 23a), the internal diameter of the 
core bit is 150mm±1mm, and all cores were marked in the same direction in order to 
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avoid confusion in the following experimental programmes. Considering the harsh 
environmental at the concrete plant and the principle of symmetry, S_B and S_C were 
only drilled half from a complementary side. Cores drilling from C_A and S_A were 
conducted at the laboratory of UPC. Taking into account the same properties of material 
and symmetrical law, the cores drilled from S_B and S_C segments were noted as S_D 
in thereafter comprehensive analysis. 
Cores were cut from both ends symmetrically for adjusting the length to 
approximately 300 mm after the drilling accomplished (See Fig. 23b). In order to meet 
the requirements of Spanish standard UNE 83515, the already cut cores were sawed 
again from the middle position to obtain samples with the length of 150 mm (See Fig. 
23c). All cores were marked on the upper face in 4 directions, and between two 
directions the angle was 45º (See Fig. 23c). In total, 80, 110, 48 samples were obtained 
from C_A and S_A, S_D, respectively. Take an example to illustrate nomenclature for 
recording samples, a sample named S_A_1_U (L) indicates this sample is upper (lower) 
part of the first core drilled from S_A.  
 
Fig. 23:  a) Core drilling b) 300mm core symmetrically cut & c) 150mm cores and marked angle 
 
Cubic samples 
Regarding to the extraction of cubic samples from tested prisms, the first cut was 
performed respecting a 75 mm distance from the extremities of the prisms, with the 
intent of reducing the influence wall-effect that exist close to the moulds. In total, 4 
moulded cubes and 6 extracted samples were obtained per segment.  
All samples were stored at the temperature of 20 ºC±1 ºC and relative humidity 
no less than 95% until the preparation for testing. 
4.2.4. Description of tests 
The compressive and Young's modulus tests were performed in accordance with 
the corresponding codes, and all test results meet the requirements of initial design. In 
order to evaluate the fibre orientation/distribution as well as the mechanical 
characteristics of types of concrete, the non-destructive test Inductive test and Barcelona 
test were conducted in the experimental programme. 
90
º 
 (a)  (b)  (c) 
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Inductive test 
The inductive test proposed by Torrents and improved by Cavalaro is used to 
quantify the amount and the distribution of fibres in steel fibre reinforced concrete 
presents a high accuracy and robustness. According to the comprehensive analysis of 
test results from different position of segments, it might be possible to assess the fibre 
distribution/orientation pattern in the full-scale segment.  
The inductive test is based on the alterations generated in a magnetic field when 
the SFRC specimen was introduced into the energized coil. The changes of the 
measurement in different axes gives information of fibre orientation/distribution in each 
direction, the summation of inductance is related with the content of steel fibre. 5 and 3 
measurements of inductance were recorded in the cylindrical cores and cubic samples 
test, respectively.  
The direction perpendicular to the upper face of cylindrical samples was named 
as Z axis, and the 0º and 90º were recorded as X and Y axes. In order to avoid making 
confusion, the Z axis of the cube from the mould as well as the extracted was noted as 
the cast direction. Additionally, the X axis in the case of the extracted cubes was noted 
as the one parallel to the length. For the cubes from the mould, the determination of X 
and Y axes could be randomly due to the similar properties in these two direction. 
In accordance with formulations proposed by Cavalaro [25], for cylindrical 
samples, the content of fibres (Cf) could be calculated with Eq. (3) and the orientation 
number of fibres (η) in each axis could be calculated with Eq. (4). The isotropic factor 
Ω was determined by the ratio between ηmin and ηmax which could be calculated with Eq. 
(5) and Eq. (6), the values of Ω would range from nearly 0 to 1.  
𝐶𝑓 = 𝛽. 𝐿𝑒 Eq. 3 
𝜂Ɵ = 1.03 . √
𝐿Ɵ ∙ (1 + 𝛾) − (𝐿Ɵ+90º + 𝐿𝑧 ∙
𝐵𝑣,𝑥
𝐵𝑣,𝑧
) . 𝛾
(𝐿Ɵ + 𝐿Ɵ+90º + 𝐿𝑧 ∙
𝐵𝑣,𝑥
𝐵𝑣,𝑧
) . (1 −  𝛾)
− 0.085 Eq. 4 
𝜂𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 1.03 . √
𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∙ (1 + 𝛾) − (𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 𝐿𝑧 ∙
𝐵𝑣,𝑥
𝐵𝑣,𝑧
) . 𝛾
(𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 𝐿𝑧 ∙
𝐵𝑣,𝑥
𝐵𝑣,𝑧
) . (1 −  𝛾)
− 0.085 Eq. 5 
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𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 1.03 . √
𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∙ (1 + 𝛾) − (𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝐿𝑧 ∙
𝐵𝑣,𝑥
𝐵𝑣,𝑧
) . 𝛾
(𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 𝐿𝑧 ∙
𝐵𝑣,𝑥
𝐵𝑣,𝑧
) . (1 −  𝛾)
− 0.085 Eq. 6 
In order to calibrate the results, a linear regression methodology was applied to 
correlate the equivalent inductance (Le) and the fibre content (Cf) (Cavalaro, S., et a, 
2015). According to the fitting results, it was observed that the high R
2
 of 0.99 could 
assess fibre content with enough accuracy. 
Barcelona test 
The Barcelona test was a modified double punching test to evaluate the residual 
tensile strength of concrete developed by Molins, 2006. It consists of compressing a 
cylindrical specimen with two centrally located steel punches with 24mm height by 
37.5mm diameter as illustrated in [27]. The test was controlled by vertical displacement 
and the rate was 0.5mm/min. The peak load Fmax as well as the load corresponding to 
the crack width of 0.5mm, 1.0mm, 1.5mm, 2.5mm and 3,5mm were recorded as F0.5, 
F1.0, F1.5, F2.5 and F3.5. 
By the combination of inductance value measured in axes (X, Y and Z) and the 
location of cracks as well as the load obtained, it might be possible to get a clear 
relationship between fibre distribution/orientation and the mechanical properties of the 
concrete.  
4.3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
In order to understand the differences of fibre distribution/orientation within 
different specimens as well as segments, several important parameters obtained from the 
tests would be discussed in this section.  
4.3.1. Influence of the type concrete specimens/samples 
As previously mentioned, four types of specimens and/or samples were tested by 
means of inductive test in the experimental campaign. As shown in the Tab.10, 
specimens from moulds have the same contribution of fibres (38% approximately) in 
the X and Y axes, and this value is bigger than the one in Z axis. On the other hand, the 
results of the samples extracted from beams shows the contribution of fibres in X axis is 
bigger than in the moulded specimens whilst in Y axis has an opposite conclusion. In 
both cases of cube specimens/samples, there are the smallest contribution of fibres in X 
axis. 
It can be seen from the Tab.10 that, the samples drilled from both CSFRPCS and 
SCSFRPCS have similar contribution of fibres in three axes. Precisely, the proportion 
of fibre contribution in X and Y axes approximately equal to each other for both type of 
segments, but the value of CSFRPCS (34%) is slightly higher than SCSFRPCS (32%). 
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In Z axis, the SCSFRPCS (36%) show 4% bigger fibre contribution than CSFRPCS 
(32%). From the Tab.10 it might be concluded as well that, the specimens from the 
moulds might be more representative of the contribution of fibres in segments than 
samples from beam. Though the value of the proportion in three axes are varied, the 
easier way to produce the specimens would help engineers to know the fibre 
distribution/orientation behaviour by means of test the fabricated specimens. 
Tab.10:  Contribution of fibres in three axes  
Specimen     X    Y     Z 
Cube from Mould 37.8% 38.0% 24.2% 
Cube from Beam 47.6% 32.8% 19.6% 
Cylinders from CSFRPCS 34.2% 34.0% 31.8% 
Cylinders from SCSFRPCS 32.3% 32.0% 35.7% 
 
4.3.2. Influence of the concrete type 
Global characteristics comparison between CSFRPCS and SCSFRPCS 
Taking into account the different properties between two types of concrete, it 
might be of significance to understand the global trend of fibre behaviour in two 
different type of precast segments.  Fig. 24 presents the global comparison results of 
those important parameters. It might be clear to observe from the Fig. 24a that the 
estimation of the unit volume of steel fibres is rather close to the nominal dosage 50 
Kg/m
3
. The maximum and minimum error exists in S_D and S_A are 7.34% and 2.12%, 
which indicate that the fibres distribute rather uniformly in both type of segments.  
Fig. 24b shows that the isotropic factor of C_A (0.71) is higher than S_A (0.58) 
and S_D (0.61). This fact illustrates that the CSFRPCS is more isotropic than 
SCSFRPCS. This might be reasonable because on the condition of vibration during the 
casting, the steel fibres tend to be aligned more evenly due to the force induced by the 
constantly vibration generated by the vibrator. The CSFRPCS shows higher anisotropy 
property because fibres are more likely to orientate perpendicular to the direction of 
flow, which is similar to the phenomenon found (Ferrara, L., et al, 2012) in other 
structures. 
Regarding to the orientation number of fibres, Fig. 24c presents the differences 
among segments. Generally, fibres distribute with in samples in Z axis is slightly lower 
than in 0º and 90º in CSFRPCS whilst the SCSFRPCS has opposite characteristics. In 
Fig. 24d, it could be found that the mechanical properties of samples evaluated by 
Barcelona Test results taken from CSFRPCS is higher than SCSFRPCS either in the 
total circumferential crack width in 0.5 mm or in 2.5 mm. This could be explained by 
the conclusion obtained from Fig. 24b, because of the higher anisotropy property of 
SCSFRPCS, there would be a specifically weak face exists in each sample. Those weak 
faces tend to be cracked easier than isotropic faces when subjected to Barcelona Test.  
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Considering the influences of bolt holes between S_A and S_D, it can be easier 
found that the S_A tends to be more anisotropic because of the continuous flow of self-
compacting concrete, thus the Ω and η as well as crack load F were slightly different 
from S_D. Additionally, from the probability point of view, S_D drilled less samples 
which would affect the accuracy of analysis results. 
 
Fig. 24:  Global characteristics comparison between CSFRPCS and SCSFRPCS 
 
Local characteristics comparison between CSFRPCS and SCSFRPCS 
It would be interesting to understand the local characteristics of segments after 
obtained a general idea on global characteristics both type of concrete. Fig. 25 shows 
the same comparisons as in Fig. 24, however, the parameters are grouped as upper and 
lower component of the segments.  
From the Fig. 25 it might be easy to notice that the general trending of those 4 
parameters are similar as ones shown in Fig. 24. However, there are many apparent 
differences in S_D compared with the aforementioned results. Specifically, except the 
lower part of S_D shows higher Cf than the other parts of segments from the Fig. 25a, 
this part has higher isotropic property than the upper part and shows similar properties 
as C_A_L as shown in Fig. 25b. The Ω and F presented in Fig. 25c and Fig. 25d are not 
perfectly consistent with the corresponding results shown in Fig. 24 as well. The lower 
part shows higher ηz and η90 indicates that the steel fibres are more inclined to distribute 
randomly rather than perpendicular to the tangent of flow direction due to the natural 
gravity of concrete and the shear - induced force.  
(c) 
(b) (a) 
(d) 
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Fig. 25:  Local characteristics comparison between CSFRPCS and SCSFRPCS 
 
4.3.3. Influence of the zone in different position of segment 
The non-homogeneous property of concrete determines that the different zones 
of segment have varied properties. To understand the extent of these differences in 
detail would be of importance for guiding the design and fabrication of segments. This 
section would present the analysis results in three different ways, from which the fibres 
distribution/orientation as well as other important properties might be obtained a clear 
understanding. In the following discussion, segments are considered as a whole, and the 
parameters obtained were the average value throughout all the test results. 
Influence of zones along X axis  
Due to the irregular edges hindered to conduct the bending test of segments, two 
edges were sawn to two regular supports (92cm in length approximately) which were 
parallel to the ground perfectly. The left effective length 500cm was equally divided in 
5 as shown in Fig. 26, the average test results from each part were considered as the 
characteristics of this area. The cross marked in Fig. 26 represents the position of cores 
drilled from the segments. In order to compare those parameters clearly, the dash line in 
Fig. 26 was used to connect the points, but it does not represent the tendency of changes 
in the segments. 
Firstly, an apparent difference of fibre distribution within two types of segments 
could be observed from Fig. 27a, the SCSFRPCS distribute uniformly whilst CSFRPCS 
has high scatter in terms of fibre distribution. Fig. 27b illustrates that CSFRPCS shows 
(d) (c) 
(b) (a) 
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higher isotropic properties than SCSFRPCS in general, this in turn explained that the 
fibre distribution/orientation of steel fibres are different in two types of segments.  
 
Fig. 26:  Local characteristics comparison between CSFRPCS and SCSFRPCS 
 
Nevertheless the fibre distribution within in S_A and S_D is varied in different 
part, from the asymmetrical properties of the material in Fig. 27b it might be concluded 
that the fibre distribution pattern within the SCSFRPCS is identified.  
The orientation number of fibres in three axis are shown in Fig. 27c, (d) and (e), 
it can be noticed that C_A and S_A show similar fibre orientation mechanism, however, 
S_D shows slightly different from both. C_A and S_A present the asymmetrical 
property of fibre orientation which could be described as: steel fibres tend to orient most 
in the centre of the segment and gradually decreased with the expansion of the concrete; 
on the other hand, the orientation number of fibres in X axis shows an opposite 
tendency as in Z axis, which might be described as: steel fibres tend to orient at the least 
in the centre of the segment and gradually increase with the expansion of the concrete; 
In Y axis, the orientation number doesn't change too much, which indicates that steel 
fibres in Y axis do not affect by the flow pattern and distance of concrete. 
It is necessary to notice that, it seems that the fibre orientation in X and Z 
changes with the flow distance of concrete, however, taken into account the test process 
of inductive test and the drilling process of cores (perpendicular to the contact face of 
segment), in reality the fibres distribute in X and Z axes have been exchanged from the 
vertex to the edge of the segment, as illustrated in Fig. 28. Priority, a hypothesis of 
fibres aligned parallel to X and Z axes perfectly was made, it might be seen that, the 
fibre distribution/orientation pattern didn't change in the cores drilled from the vertex 
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and the edge of the segments. However, the X and Z axes were almost converted, the 
fibres originally paralleled to the X (Z) axis at the vertex of the segment transferred to 
be more like to parallel with the Z (X) axis. This observation clearly identified the 
pattern of fibre distribution/orientation, that is: steel fibres orientated in X, Y and Z axis 
have a specified percentage and this proportion does not change with the flow distance 
of concrete within the mould. Precisely, the order of orientation number of steel fibres 
within either CSFRPCS or SCSFRPCS is X>Y>Z at the vertex of the segment, and the 
relative proportion of fibres in three axes wouldn't change with the distance of segment. 
 
Fig. 27:  Characteristics comparison between CSFRPCS and SCSFRPCS along X axis 
 
Considering there are fewer cores drilled from the centre of S_D, Fig. 27e shows 
different fibre distribution at the middle section of segment. But on the two edges of 
segment, the distribute percentage of fibres are the same as the other two segments, this 
in turn identifies the fibre orientation/distribution pattern aforementioned. 
(b) 
(d) (c) 
(f) (e) 
(g) (h) 
(a) 
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The Fig. 27f, 27g and 27h present the comparisons of mechanical properties of 
segments, it is clear to see that the data value are changeable in terms of Fmax and C_A 
always shows higher crack load than S_A. Taken into account the sever casting 
environment and less cores drilled from S_D, the mechanical property of S_D shows 
higher scatter than the other two segments. Regarding to the post-crack behaviour of 
concrete, Fig. 27g and Fig. 27h indicates that C_A has higher value than S 
_A a S_D, this could be because of the CSFRPCS shows higher isotropic properties 
than SCSFRPCS and the self-compacting concrete cores are easier to be cracked as long 
as the first crack appears. 
 
Fig. 28:  Fibre distribution with in drilled cores from a) the vertex and b) edge of segment 
 
Influence of zones along Z axis  
Due to the limitation of drilling machine, the cores drilled from the segments 
were started at the vertical distance 25 cm. Analysis along the Z axis were divided into 
3 parts, the first two were 30 cm respectively and the top part was 20 cm meters taken 
into account there are less cores drilled from the top of S_D. The same parameters as in 
Fig. 27 would be discussed in this section. 
The Fig. 29a shows that from the bottom to the top of segments, either 
CSFRPCS or SCSFRPCS, the estimation of Cf is close to the theoretical value except 
the top are of S_D. This result reveals that steel fibres distribute in the segments are 
uniformly in vertical and the method by means of inductive test to evaluate Cf is 
reliable. Fig. 29b illustrates as before the CSFRPCS has higher isotropic properties than 
SCSFRPCS, additionally, the isotropy of CSFRPCS increases with the vertical distance 
of segment but the SCSFRPCS deceases.  
Regarding to the orientation number of fibres shown in Fig. 29c, 29d and 29e, 
the fibres have opposite orientation/distribution behaviour at the bottom and top area in 
X and Z axes. It can be observed that the maximum and minimum orientation number 
value in X and Z axes were equalled to each other, this finding makes further proof that 
the fibre orientation pattern does not change with the flow distance of concrete. The 
Z 
X 
X 
Z 
(a) (b) 
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order of orientation number for both type of concrete should be the same as 
aforementioned: X>Y>Z, the axis here is not absolute but relative. 
The comparisons of mechanical properties in Fig. 29f, 29g and 29h indicate that 
the Fmax are variable as in Fig. 8f but the C_A shows higher crack load than S_A as 
well, and the S_D shows higher scatter than C_A and S_A. In Fig. 29g and 29h, the 
C_A shows higher value than S_A and S_D indicates that the material which has higher 
isotropic properties would have better the post-crack behaviour after the peak load 
established. 
 
Fig. 29:  Characteristics comparison between CSFRPCS and SCSFRPCS along Z axis 
 
Influence of zones along Y axis 
In order to understand the fibre behaviour in Y axis in detail, the segment was 
divided in 6 equal parts along Y axis and each unit was 20 cm.  It can be seen from the 
(h) (g
) 
(f) (e) 
(d) (c) 
(b) (a
) 
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Fig. 30a that the evaluation of Cf is closed to the theoretical value, the wall effect does 
not affect too much on the distribution of fibres here.  
In Fig. 30b it could be observed that C_A has higher isotropic property than S_A 
and S_D and this properties was stable along Y axis. However, the S_A and S_D show 
an apparent property differences from the edges to the central of segments. On one 
hand, concrete in the central area shows close equivalent isotropic property as C_A but 
still a slight lower; on the other hand, the fibres in the area of 40 cm apart from both 
edge present higher anisotropy. This observation could be explained by the wall effect 
which leads the fibres distributed in a preferential direction. From the Fig. 30c and 30d 
the same conclusion as before could be obtained: the C_A has higher isotropic property 
than S_A and S_D and works better in post-crack behaviour. 
 
Fig. 30:  Characteristics comparison between CSFRPCS and SCSFRPCS along Y axis 
 
4.4. CONCLUSIONS 
From all the experimental work some information can be extract in order to 
understand the fibre distribution/orientation within two types of precast concrete 
segments. The following conclusions could be derived from the study. 
 Through the comparisons among those different specimens/samples from 
different elements, it might be concluded that the specimens from the moulds 
might be more representative of the contribution of fibres in segments than 
samples from beams.  
 CSFRPCS shows higher isotropy than SCSFRPCS according to the analysis 
results of isotropic factor due to the extra vibration during the fabrication. 
(c) 
(b) (a) 
(d) 
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Additionally, the bolt holes in SCSFRPCS have influences on the isotropy of the 
material at local area since the holes make the flow of concrete not continuous.  
 In spite of the fibres orientated in segments are varied, steel fibres orientated in 
X, Y and Z axis have a certain percentage and this proportion does not change 
with the flow distance of concrete within the mould. Specifically, the order of 
orientation number of steel fibres within either CSFRPCS or SCSFRPCS is 
X>Y>Z at the vertex of the segment, and the relative proportion of fibres in 
three axes wouldn't change with the distance of segment.  
 Regarding to the post-crack behaviour of concrete, the cores drilled from 
CSFRPCS showed better performance than cores drilled from SCSFRPCS. This 
could be because of the CSFRPCS shows higher isotropic properties than 
SCSFRPCS and the self-compacting concrete cores are easier to be cracked as 
long as the first crack appears. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
 
 
 
This chapter is focused on gathering all knowledge obtained from the study in 
order to achieve more knowledge on the fibre orientation/distribution within precast 
segments as for tunnelling constructions. 
Generally, it may be concluded that 50 kg/m
3
 is an optimised dosage of fibres 
which could meet the requirements of producing precast concrete segments. Even so, a 
specific study for each situation should be carried out as every construction has its own 
characteristics. Moreover, it must be taken into account that the amount of fibres does 
not distribute evenly within the segment, as it has been proved in the results of Cf for 
the tested segments. 
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Regarding the main objective of this project, which was to establish a general 
understanding of fibre distribution/orientation within segments used as lining for TBM 
tunnels, it can be stated that it is not easy to propose and to predict the fibre 
distribution/orientation in the segments. However, more interesting conclusions were 
achieved. 
Besides, there are other conclusions that can be presented, which are shown as 
bullet points below. 
 Fibres tend to distribute more along X axis, rather than Y and Z axis in cubic 
cores from beams, where as in cubic cores from moulds fibres distribute rather 
equally along X and Y axis and in lesser quantity along Z axis.  
 Segments were casted from the centre of themselves and concrete flowed up to 
the vertices. The order of orientation number of steel fibres within either 
CSFRPCS or SCSFRPCS is X>Y>Z at the vertex of the segment, and the 
relative proportion of fibres in three axes wouldn't change with the distance of 
segment. Therefore, only knowing fibre distribution of drilled cores from the 
centre of the segment it could be also possible to know the fibre distribution 
along the whole segment. 
 From Barcelona tests results, it can be seen that in and SCSFRPCS segments, the 
upper cores present higher residual strength that the lower cores, where as in 
CSFRPCS segment the residual strength is practically equally in both different 
locations. This effect may be explained because of the vibration process to cast 
CSFRPCS segments, in which fibres tend to sink within the concrete matrix due 
to their greater specific weight. 
 In the experimental campaign, regarding to the post-cracking behaviour of 
concrete, the cores drilled from CSFRPCS showed better performance than cores 
drilled from SCSFRPCS. Generally, it is the other way around: specimens made 
with self-compacting concrete show better post-cracking behaviour than the ones 
made with conventional concrete. This could be because of the CSFRPCS shows 
higher isotropic properties than SCSFRPCS and the self-compacting concrete 
cores are easier to be cracked as long as the first crack appears. 
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